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\begin{abstract}
The present paper addresses the important issue of monitoring the operating state of the Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell systems. The monitoring system takes a model based approach. Its originality lies in adopting a fuel cell fractional order impedance model which permits to provide a better insight into the fuel cell physical phenomena without increasing the number of parameters. This article first validates experimentally the accuracy of the suggested model, using a frequency identification method carried out by nonlinear optimization using single fuel cell experimental impedance spectroscopy data. In a second phase, time series identification is achieved using a least square method specifically designed for fractional order models. The latter method is first verified on registered data which represents a basic tool for off-line monitoring. Subsequently it is refined as a recursive tool permitting an on-line monitoring; it is validated on laboratory test bench.
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\section{Introduction}

Electric vehicle (EV) is an emerging and growing market projects gradually emerge and fuel cell (FC) technology may boost the EV industry providing "zero emission" long-range vehicles and fast recharging ability. Indeed, in comparison with batteries, power and energy are independent: the vehicle range is linked to the hydrogen reservoir which takes few minutes to fill while the onboard available power is dependent on the FC size. Consequently FC represents an attractive opportunity for the future development of EV since hydrogen allows a much larger cruising range than battery and convenient recharge. Nevertheless, much remains to be done to overcome some of PEMFC technological obstacles which usually appear for automotive applications \cite{1}. Water management (to avoid flooding and dehydrating) \cite{2}, \cite{3}, \cite{4}, \cite{5}, \cite{6}, \cite{7}, \cite{8} is one of the most critical points to solve enhance. The principal means by which this will be achieved are both design optimization \cite{3}, \cite{6}, \cite{9} and health monitoring diagnosis and prognostics \cite{10}, \cite{11}, \cite{12}, \cite{13}, \cite{7} in order for the control system to maintain normal FC operation. This is where the fuel cells PEMFC state operating real-time monitoring intervenes in order to establish a system diagnosis. Diagnosis methods \cite{2}, \cite{12}, \cite{13}, \cite{14}, can be applied in real time, coupled with a FC control system (On Board diagnosis) or during regular planned maintenance.

Diagnosis proposed approaches may include signal processing techniques, experiential learning methods and model based procedures [xx on peut meme se citer!]. The latter has the advantage of providing a tool easier to adapt from one PEMFC design to another. But the main issues...
are to provide a reliable model \cite{15} and to develop specific parameters identification tools. The aim of this paper is to propose accurate but compact model and robust identification tools which can be used for real time system diagnosis.

The aim of this paper is to propose a more compact and accurate model and robust identification tools which can be used for real time system diagnosis.

This method uses, as far as possible, the least number of sensors, by limiting the PEMFC state monitoring to the use of available data of the system such as the current and voltage. To this end, it is relevant to employ electric model built using the physical equations governing the FC process. Fontes \cite{16}, \cite{17} proposed a FC large signal non-linear model represented by an electrical circuit using voltage controlled current sources, reflecting the causality of phenomena. This model is commonly linearized to deduce an electrical impedance model. For improving Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) water management, N. Fouquet \cite{11} diagnoses the FC operating state based on the sensitivity of certain parameters to the MEA drying or flooding. He uses an equivalent electrical circuit model based on the Randles model. He also changes the double layer capacitor with Constant Phase Element (CPE). Alternatively I. Sadli \cite{18}, \cite{19}, \cite{20} models the FC behavior by an impedance, substituting an equivalent transmission line with RC distributed cells for the classic Randles circuit. In this way he can take into account the critical AME convection-diffusion phenomenon in the electrochemical impedance. To interpret accurately it he needs to use a large number of individual RC cells. But partial differential equations correctly describe the convection-diffusion phenomenon. These latter leads to fractional order derives. That is the reason why Cao et al. \cite{21} proposes a fractional order model of solid oxide FC. The current work is also based on a model such as this. The key idea is to reformulate it so as to obtain a compact model characterized by a limited number of parameters. Experimental results conducted on a laboratory test bench will suggest that the proposed model reproduces reality very well. Furthermore a detailed parameter analysis will permit to reduce the number of parameters to follow.

The analysis of the FC impedance is an interesting solution for identifying failures through their signatures deformation of impedance spectrum \cite{11}, \cite{22}, \cite{23}. One of the most used methods for electrochemical system characterization and fuel cell diagnosis is the impedance spectroscopy \cite{23}, \cite{11}, \cite{9}, \cite{22}.

For instance, Kurz et al. \cite{24} distinguish between flooding and drying modes using the analysis of two specific frequencies, one low and one high. But, since based on a harmonic perturbation, frequency domain analysis remains time consuming especially in the case of FC where the minimum frequency value is in the range of 100 mHz. That is the reason why it is crucial to develop alternative AC impedance technique identification. This article intends to create a time domain rapid method able to monitor in real time the FC model parameters as a primary tool for diagnosing purpose and control modifications. For this purpose, the parameters are identified by least square method adapted to the explicit fractional order FC model. In order to enable on-line investigations, the latter is adapted in a recursive form. Both time-series identification techniques represent basic tools for off-line and online diagnosis. They are experimented using a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) current perturbation and measuring the FC voltage response which can be technically possible on a fuel cell working in a car.

Identification results of the different methods are presented, analyzed and discussed. These methods estimate the parameters describing the impedance spectrum evolution reflecting the fuel cell internal state. They represent basic tools for off-line and online diagnosis. Fractional order model identification results using these methods will judge the accuracy of the model to describe the fuel cell behavior. The structure of the present In this paper, is as follows. After this brief introduction setting the background and the context of the work, Section II discusses a fuel cell FC impedance model and section III reformulates the non-linear model to obtain an explicit fractional order transfer function. An analysis of the parameters sensitivity to flooding and drying will also be presented. Section IIIIV presents the experimental setup used in the following section Part IV to identify the PEMFC model. In section IV an identification method based on frequency measurements is presented to validate the model. The results obtained are compared with spectrum measurements obtained experimentally, concluding in the sufficient precision and accuracy about the accuracy of the presented model. Section VI presents a second identification method of the fractional order model using time-series data. This method is derived from the classical least square and recursive least square methods and reformulated to be applied to the case of fractional order systems. Experimental results will be presented. Finally, the last section presents some conclusions and perspectives.

2. Introduction

3. PEMFC fractional order model

3.1. PEMFC impedance model

Over the years, many FC models have been developed both to better understand the phenomena inside a FC system and to predict them \cite{25}, \cite{26}. Our goal is to determine a PEMFC model allowing to implement a real-time FC monitoring with to the aim of PEMFC reversible failures diagnosis, such as water flooding or drying. In this context, a trade-off between accuracy and time execution has to be found. In the scientific literature, many studies use classical electrical impedance models to represent the FC system. For instance, Fontes \cite{16}, \cite{17} studies interactions between FC and power converters based on an electrical impedance model. Similarly Fouquet \cite{11} and
Philippoteau [22] deal with the diagnosis of FC by using two different electrical impedance models, on dedicated to small magnitude signal and the other to large magnitude signal [27]. In [28] and [29] Hinaje and al. use electrical analogy to describe mass and charge transport in FC and build a model well adapted to describe FC interacting with its electric load. Finally, Saddi [19], [19], [20] refines the PEMFC impedance model as a as a constants distributed transmission line so as to take into account gases diffusion inside the FC. The limitation of the methods described above is that they cannot reproduce some behaviors of the FC impedance spectrum, in particular with respect to the 45°slope that appears around certain frequencies as noted in [20], [22] and [30]. As mentioned before [19], to simulate reality much better, it is possible to add a large number of RC circuits, thus increasing the model order and therefore the number of parameters to identify as well as the model calculation time. Alternatively, recent works have suggested PEMFC modelling based on Fractional Order Models (FOM). This approach enables to reproduce more precisely the 45°slope while being more compact than the previous models [30], [31], [21]. Following the analysis, the latter method is favored in this study. The PEMFC is modelled by a FOM. Then a finite order transfer function is obtained approximating the diffusion impedance by Taylor series. This technique permits us to implement an innovative identification technique permits us to implement an innovative identification method easy to execute in real time and thus well-suited to the final on-line diagnosis goal. Figure 1 gives a basic schematic of a PEMFC. It is fabricated by stacking bipolar plates, Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL), Active Layer (AL) and a polymer proton exchange membrane. On both sides, gases flows and diffuses through GDL and AL. The two electrochemical reactions take place at the inter-phase between AL and membrane.

This voltage is given by:

$$V_{cell} = U_{th} - \eta_{act} - |\eta_{diff}| - R_m I$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

First, the theoretical potential of the FC is a function of $H_2/O_2$ Gibbs free energy which depends on the temperature and the partial pressures of oxygen in the cathode side and hydrogen in the anode side. It is given by the following relation:

$$U_{th} = U_0 + \frac{RT}{nF} \log(P_{H_2}(P_{O_2})^{0.5})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Second, the kinetics of the redox reaction causes activation phenomena occurring in the active layers (AL). These phenomena result in losses represented by the Tafel law:

$$\eta_{act} = - \frac{RT}{nF} \log\left(\frac{I}{I_0}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The linearization of equation (3) around a steady state operating current leads to describe activation phenomena losses using a resistance given by:

$$R_t = \frac{\partial |\eta_{act}|}{\partial I_{act}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Third, ohmic phenomena are mainly due to the proton conduction in the membrane, depending on the rate of hydration and temperature. The FC ohmic resistance is represented by a resistor

$$R_m = \frac{l}{S\sigma(T,\lambda_m)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where $S$ is the membrane area and $\sigma$ its protonic conductivity. This latter strongly depends on temperature $T$ and membrane hydration rate $\lambda_m$ as illustrated by the following relations [32]

$$\sigma = (0,005139\lambda_m - 0.00326)e^{1268(\frac{1}{\lambda_m} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{ref}})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The membrane hydration rate is given by [25] as the ratio between the number of water molecules and the number of sulphonic sites of the polymer:

$$\lambda_m = \frac{n_{H_2O}}{n_{SO_3}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where $n_{H_2O}$ is the number of water molecules in the membrane and $n_{SO_3}$ is the number of sulphonic sites of the polymer. The gases flows through the channels of the bipolar plates by convection as depicted in fig.1. Once at the GDL, they diffuse to the AL and reach the reactive sites. This article assumes that the diffusion is uniform in the both layers, GDL and AL, and the consumption rate of gas is uniform over the entire active surface. The propagation direction is defined from the GDL to the membrane. Assuming that the species diffuses in a biphasic medium

![Figure 1: Fuel cell](image-url)
of liquid water and vapor and defining a diffusion coefficient to identify experimentally, most studies describe the diffusion using Fick’s second law:

$$\frac{\partial C_i(x, t)}{\partial t} = D_i \frac{\partial^2 C_i(x, t)}{\partial x^2} \quad (8)$$

Solving this diffusion equation in the Laplace domain defines an impedance of concentration-diffusion known as “Warburg impedance” [17] given by:

$$Z_W = R_d \frac{\tanh(\sqrt{s} \tau)}{(\sqrt{s} \tau)} \quad (9)$$

Based on equations [2, 3, 4, 8] equation [1] can be represented by Fig.2. Indeed, in this model, the activation phenomena losses and the membrane resistivity are described by two resistances $R_t$ and $R_m$ respectively, while the diffusion phenomena losses are modeled by Warburg impedance $Z_W$. Finally, the accumulation of protons and electrons at both cathode and anode membrane/AL interfaces is modeled by the so-called double layer capacitor.

![Figure 2: PEMFC equivalent electrical circuit model (Randles)](image)

In order to obtain an explicit I-V transfer function, the latter model will be refined.

4. PEMFC explicit fractional order impedance model

With the aim of on-line monitoring, a compact and simple mathematical model has to be exhibited. In particular, the Warburg impedance requires a specific attention. As it is a function of a hyperbolic tangent of a non-integer order, it can be approximated using Taylor series to obtain distinct and explicit orders. Iftikhar [30] and Sailler [31] proposed to approximate the Warburg impedance by:

$$Z_W = R_d \frac{\tanh(\sqrt{s} \tau)}{(\sqrt{s} \tau)} \quad (10)$$

The square root will be approximated in this new relation by Taylor series to obtain distinct and explicit orders and deduce an explicit fractional order transfer function model. Considering the first three terms of the expansion, the root square in [10] can be written as:

$$\sqrt{1 + x} \approx \sqrt{x} + \frac{\sqrt{x}}{2} - \frac{1}{8} \left(\frac{1}{x}\right)^{\frac{3}{2}} + O(x^3) \quad (11)$$

Figure [3] shows the error between the precise expression of Warburg impedance [9] and its final approximation [10]. It shows that it is very accurate except at very low frequency.

![Figure 3: error of Warburg impedance approximation](image)

From figure [2] the transfer function of the PEMFC impedance can be given by:

$$H(s) = \frac{1}{R_t + R_m} + sC_{dc} + R_{mem} \quad (12)$$

Consequently, based on [10] and [11] the suggested FC transfer function exhibits explicit orders:

$$H(s) = \frac{b_0 + b_1 s + b_2 s^2 + b_3 s^3 + b_5 s^5}{1 + a_1 s + a_2 s^2 + a_3 s^3 + a_4 s^5} \quad (13)$$

$H(s)$ is characterized by only ten coefficients $a_i$ and $b_j$ which are obviously function of the physical parameters.

$$a_i = f_i(R, R_t, R_{mem}, C_{DC}, \tau); \quad i = 0, ..., 4.$$  
$$b_j = g_j(R, R_t, R_{mem}, C_{DC}, \tau); \quad j = 0, ..., 5. \quad (14)$$

In sum, this first part permitted to develop a PEMFC model closely based on the system structure and its physical phenomena. Hence, it can assist in understanding the FC evolutions. More specifically, as shown in tab.1, the models parameters change regarding water flooded or dry operating conditions. For these very important PEMFC defaults, the most relevant parameters are $a_3$, $b_2$ and $b_4$. Indeed, these three parameters increase significantly in the water flooded case, and decrease in the dry circumstances. They can be considered appropriate indicators of the critical track defects. That is why the study objective is to develop identification methods able to estimate the model’s parameters and diagnose the operating state of the FC, referring to the parameters evolution. However for this purpose and greater certainty, experimental data are needed. That is why a test bench was developed and used.
5. Experimental setup

Experimental measurements of the impedance spectrum are performed on a 100 cm² active area single FC (ZSW, Germany) working with an open anode. It is fed with pure hydrogen at the anode inlet while humidified ambient air is supplied at the cathode side. The test bench is managed by a supervision algorithm implemented in a dSpace control board. Among other things, it allows control of it permits to control the FC humidity rate by both monitoring FC cooling temperature (TFC) and humidifier (TAH). The chemical energy transformed by the cell into electrical energy is absorbed by an active load (ZS1806 made by Hoecherland Hackl). Figure 4 and 5 shows a picture and a block diagram of the test bench developed at the GeePs. Finally the electronic load can be monitored by Fuel Cell Impedance Analyzer FC350 designed by the Gamry Company. It allows to impose a static steady current and superimpose a sinusoidal current signal from 10 mHz to 300 kHz. It also enables electric (VFC, IFC) data acquisition and processes these signals to calculate the FC impedance. This latter technique is called the Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). EIS is performed over a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 1 kHz around several operating points: from 5 A to 40 A with 5 A increments. Indeed, the FC impedance spectrum changes with the considered operating point.

Figure 4: Explicit fractional order parameters evolution in dry and water flooded operating conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>ΔNop/ΔNc</th>
<th>ΔNop/ΔNc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
<td>-20.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
<td>-21.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Test bench picture at GeePs

For instance, figure 7 shows the Nyquist diagram of the PEMFC impedance spectrum for an EIS conducted around a polarization current of 15 A. On this plot, the FC impedance moves from the right side to the left side as far as the frequency increases. At high frequency, a 45° slope can be noticed as a typical pattern of diffusion mechanisms.

6. Fractional order model validation

Before developing specific methods, our first attempt is to assess if the suggested compact model is representing the FC accurately. To do so it is necessary to obtain its ten parameters from data. In this section, the PEMFC FOM is identified using a frequential identification method based on genetic algorithms: This method identify the model from the PEMFC impedance spectrum obtained using EIS measurements. A first identification by genetic algorithm is initiated to determine a suitable starting point for the optimization algorithm. Which avoid the nonlinear optimization from starting the optimization randomly. The frequential methods aims here to validate the proposed fractional order model.

6.1. Frequential identification method

This section discusses the parametric identification using a multidimensional unconstrained nonlinear minimization. This approach is based on the minimization of
a quadratic criterion which represents the difference between each real and imaginary part of the experimental impedance and the identified impedance.

\[ J = 0.5 \left( \sum (\Re Z_{\text{exp}} - \Re Z_{\text{idem}})^2 + \sum (\Im Z_{\text{exp}} - \Im Z_{\text{idem}})^2 \right) \]  

(15)

This method is sensitive to its initial conditions. For this purpose, Philippoteau [22] proposes to initialize the identification algorithm using known parameters values given in the literature or deduced from the impedance spectrum geometry in the Nyquist plane. To go even farther in this approach, the suggested identification method relies on a two-step process: using a genetic based algorithm first and second operating the nonlinear optimization initialized with the first result. In this way nonlinear optimization algorithm, which will refine the genetics algorithm results while the genetic algorithm is used to prevent the optimization algorithm to stop in a local minimum point. Finally, the identification algorithm procedure is presented by figure 8.

![Figure 8: Genetic algorithm and nonlinear optimization flowchart](image)

6.2. Identification results

This method has been tested using impedance spectroscopy data made on a single FC using the test bench described previously. Figure 9 presents the identification results using only the genetic algorithms. Figure 10 presents the identification result using only the nonlinear optimization initialized with zero. Finally, figures 11 and 12 present the identification results using the optimization method described in this paper (genetic algorithm followed by nonlinear optimization technique) All the figures compare the identified impedance model’s spectrum (red) to the experimental one (blue). The identification results using the suggested method are much more accurate than those based either on genetic algorithm or nonlinear optimization routine. Last but not least, the fractional order model presents the advantage to be compact: it describes accurately the FC behavior using a small number of parameters. Moreover it represents exactly the 45° slop which appears at high frequencies on the impedance diagram plotted in Nyquist plan and succeeds in following the real FC at low frequency.

![Figure 9: Genetic algorithm results, for an impedance spectroscopy measured at 10A](image)

![Figure 10: Nonlinear Optimization results initialized with zero, for an impedance spectroscopy measured at 10A](image)

Figure 11 and 12 show the impedance spectrum shape change with the operating point. (10A and 35A) Evidently. Indeed, at middle and low frequencies, the volume of second half circle increases. This is due to the activation and diffusion phenomena.

In a nutshell, section V shows that the FOM seems to be well adapted to describe the FC behavior. Furthermore, it is characterized by a low number of parameters. This proposal offers a good compromise between accuracy and compactness. To address the FC diagnosis purpose, the issue is to find a viable solution able to extract in short
time the aforementioned parameters. It is contemplated in the next section.

7. Time series parameters identification

A diagnosis method can be built by monitoring the evolution of the model parameters. Indeed, the parameters values change with the operating conditions. Using experimental data, the model parameters can be identified and compared to their reference values, in nominal, dry and flooding cases. For online diagnosis in embedded applications, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is not well adapted to characterize the fuel cell. For online FC state monitoring, EIS is not well adapted. Indeed, it results in a slow process scanning harmonic signals on a wide frequency range and moreover relates on a steady state assumption which is clearly unrealistic. Nevertheless, alternatively temporal data series can be used to identify the model parameters. The vehicle load and as a matter of fact, in many driving profiles, the demanded power may present a sufficiently high spectral content which can be enough allows continuously updating the model parameters convenient using current/voltage data for this identification. Conversely, in steady state mode, a small amplitude PRBS current of small amplitude can be superimposed to excite the system and extract dynamic voltage response. This method will be tested in this section.

In this section, the FOM will be reformulated to be adapted to classical identification methods as the least square method. The present section is broken down in two parts. For offline diagnosis purpose, the model parameters will be first identified using a least square method. Later, then, for online diagnosis application, a recursive least square method adapted to FOM will be derived to identify the parameters.

7.1. Fractional order least square method for FOM offline diagnosis purposes

For offline diagnosis, least square method can be used to find the parameters values. Offline diagnosis can be done post-use, in maintenance or retarded, after saving enough data needed to identify the parameters. Here, a least square method adapted to FOM is used to identify the model parameters [34, 35, 36]: This method uses time-series current and voltage. A PRBS is applied at a polarization PEMFC current point. The PEMFC voltage response is then measured and used to identify the model’s parameters.

A fractional order model can be described by the equation [37]:

$$\sum_{l=0}^{L} a_l D^{a_l} y(t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M} b_m D^{a_m} u(t)$$

(16)

With $a_0 = 1$
\( n_{a}, n_{b} : \) are real positive numbers, integers or no-integers (fractions) and supposed known. \( a_{i}, b_{m} : \) are the coefficients of the derivative operators supposed unknown.

The discretization of a Fractional Order Derivative (FOD) is done using Grunwald’s \(^{[37]}\) approximation

\[
[Dx(t)]^n = \frac{1}{h^n} \sum_{k=0}^{K} (-1)^k \binom{n}{k} x[K-k]
\]

(17)

The discretized model obtained with Grunwald formula can be written as in Eq \(^{[18]}\) where the output sample \( y[K] \) is a function of the previous inputs and outputs.

\[
y[K] = - \sum_{i=0}^{\frac{L}{h}} \frac{a_{i}}{h \cdot n_{a_{i}}} \left( \sum_{k=0}^{K} (-1)^k C_{n_{a_{i}}}^{k} y[K-k] \right) + \sum_{m=0}^{M} \frac{b_{m}}{h \cdot n_{b_{m}}} \left( \sum_{l=0}^{L} (-1)^k C_{n_{b_{m}}}^{k} u[K-k] \right)
\]

(18)

This relation presents a non-linearity with respect to parameters. To deduce a linear form, a variable change is used to define a new parameters set \( (a'_{0}, ..., a'_{L}, b'_{0}, ..., b'_{M}) \) where \(^{[36]}\):

\[
a'_i = \frac{a_i}{h \cdot n_{a_i}} ; \quad b'_m = \frac{b_m}{h \cdot n_{b_m}}
\]

(19)

The new model expression is then:

\[
y[K] = - \sum_{i=0}^{L} a'_i Y_i[K] + \sum_{m=0}^{M} b'_m U_m[K]
\]

(20)

With,

\[
Y_i[K] = \sum_{k=1}^{K} (-1)^k C_{n_{a_i}}^{k} y[K-k], \quad U_m[K] = \sum_{k=0}^{K} (-1)^k C_{n_{b_m}}^{k} u[K-k]
\]

(21)

\[
0 \leq l \leq L, 0 \leq m \leq M
\]

(22)

Equation \(^{[21]}\) is developed as :

\[
\hat{y}[K, \hat{\theta}_r] = - \hat{a}'_0 Y_0[K] - \sum_{l=1}^{L} \hat{a}'_l Y_l[K] + \sum_{m=0}^{M} \hat{b}'_m U_m[K]
\]

(23)

Using the constraint \( \sum_{l=0}^{L} a'_i = 1 \) permits to eliminate \( a'_0 \)

\[
\hat{y}[K, \hat{\theta}_r] = - \left( 1 - \sum_{l=1}^{L} \hat{a}'_l \right) Y_0[K] - \sum_{l=1}^{L} \hat{a}'_l Y_l[K] + \sum_{m=0}^{M} \hat{b}'_m U_m[K]
\]

(24)

The model output is hence linearly expressed with respect to the vector of new parameters:

\[
\hat{y}[K, \hat{\theta}_r] = -Y_0[K] - \sum_{l=1}^{L} \hat{a}'_l Y_l[K] - \sum_{m=0}^{M} \hat{b}'_m U_m[K]
\]

(25)

For \( N \) measurement points between \( Kh \) and \((K+N)h\) linear matrix equation is given by:

\[
\hat{Y} = \hat{\theta} + \hat{\varphi} \hat{\theta}_r
\]

(26)

Where \( \phi \) is composed by \(-Y_1[K] + Y_0[K] \) to \(-Y_1[K + N] + Y_0[K + N], \ i = 1...L \) and \( U_j[K] \) to \( U_j[K + N] \).

The vector of parameters is given by:

\[
\hat{\theta}_{ coop} = (\hat{\varphi}^T \hat{\varphi})^{-1} \hat{\varphi}^T (Y + Y_0)
\]

(27)

Finally initial parameters are computed by reversing the previous variable change using the following relations \(^{[37]},^{[36]}\):

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
(a'_1 - 1)h^{-n_{a_1}} & \cdots & a'_Lh^{-n_{a_L}} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
(a'_{L-1}h^{-n_{a_{L-1}}}) & \cdots & (a'_{L-1}h^{-n_{a_{L-1}}})
\end{bmatrix}
\Rightarrow A^* = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \\ \vdots \\ a_L \end{bmatrix}
\]

(28)

\[
b_m = b'_m \sum_{l=0}^{L} a_l h^{n_{b_m} - n_{a_l}}
\]

(29)

This algorithm was implemented to identify the PEMFC FOM parameters. The identified model simulation results are presented in the next section.

8. Offline identification results

The identification data had been obtained on a signal using the PEMFC response to a PRBS current excitation of 1 A around a 7A polarization current. The identification results using the previous method experimental results are presented in figure \(^{[?]}\). The identified model reproduces correctly the FC voltage response.

To test the parameters values, identification data had been simulated using the model identified previously. The PEMFC response to a PRBS current excitation of 1 A around a 7A polarization current had been simulated . From the parameter evolution given by \(^{[?]}\) in the dried and flooded cases, three models had been simulated to generate identification data in these cases. The data had been used later to identify the parameters in the three cases (nominal, dry, flooded).

Table \(^{[1]}\) present the comparison between the identified parameters and the model’s parameters (used to simulate the identification signal), in the dry, flooded and nominal cases. As an example, the parameters \( a_3 \) are identified correctly.
With regards to the identification results, it can be concluded that the time-series identification results are a first step to off-line diagnosis and reinforce the idea that the recursive least square method adapted to fractional order models can be applied for on line diagnosis using the previous model.

With this method, the parameters can be identified off line (post-operating) using the experimental data saved during the operating period. The identified parameters can be used to establish an offline diagnosis by comparing their identified values to their references values (in a nominal, dried and drown operating cases).

9. **on line identification for diagnosis purpose:** MCR

An on line diagnosis method can be build based on recursive identification methods, which identifies the model parameters online. Recursive least square (RLS) method can be used \[39\] to identify the model parameters using the model reformulation given previously by the equations 16 to 24.

The equation 24 has the following linear form:

\[
y((k + 1)h) = \theta' \phi(k)
\]  

\( \theta \) is the vector of parameters to be identified and \( \phi(k) \) the measurement matrix, such that:

\[
\phi(k) = [-Y_1(k), \ldots, -Y_5(k), U_0(k), \ldots, U_6(k)]
\]

The prediction equation is

\[
\hat{y}(k + 1) = \hat{\theta}_{k+1} \phi(k)
\]  

The parameter vector is estimated by minimizing a quadratic criterion:

\[
\hat{\theta}_k = \arg \min_\theta \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} [y(k) - \hat{y}(k, \theta)]^2
\]  

The solution to this problem \[39\] is given by:

\[
\hat{\theta}(K) = \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \phi(k) \phi^T(k) \right]^{-1} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \phi(k) [y(k) - Y_0(k)]
\]

The algorithm of the recursive least square method is then implanted using the following relations at each iteration:

\[
\hat{\theta}_k = \hat{\theta}_{k-1} + \frac{F(k-1) \phi(k) [y(k) - \hat{y}(k, \hat{\theta}_{k-1})]}{1 + \phi^T(k) F(k-1) \phi(k)}
\]

\[
F(k) = F(k-1) - \frac{F(k-1) \phi(k) \phi^T(k) F(k-1)}{1 + \phi^T(k) F(k-1) \phi(k)}
\]

The data used to identify the FOM, with the previous method, are current/voltage temporal series measurements. The control signal is a Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) with an amplitude \( \delta I = 1(A) \), applied around a current of polarization \( I_0 = 7 \ [A] \).

The parameters identification using this method and time series experimental data permit to mimic correctly the experimental output voltage for slow and quick variations, and enable reproducing correctly the shape of the impedance spectrum, as shown in figs. 14 and 15, respectively.

![Figure 13: Identification results using least square method for FOM and experimental data measured at 7A](image)

![Figure 14: Online identification validation of the FOM using RLS method for FOM](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( a_3 )</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>flooded</th>
<th>dry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model Parameter</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identified Parameter</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible, to find the physical parameters using the parameters identified by this method. A diagnosis by monitoring the evolution of the physical parameters reflecting certain phenomena is not possible.

It is nevertheless possible to achieve a sensitivity analysis of the transfer function parameters to the changes of operating conditions. It is then possible to perform a diagnosis based on the values of the identified transfer function parameters, considering as reference their values in a nominal, dry and flooding cases.

10. Conclusion

This paper presented the modeling and identification of a PEMFC fractional order model in the perspective of a PEMFC state monitoring. It presented a new explicit fractional order transfer function model. To identify directly the impedance spectrum form and validate the presented model, a frequency identification method had been used to find the FOM parameters which allow reproducing the impedance form. The nonlinear optimization key point is the initialization of the identification algorithm. The paper discusses then an initialization strategy which allows finding better results. The frequency identification results had been compared with experimental impedance spectrum which leads to the conclusion that the fractional order model is well adapted to describe a PEMFC impedance. For on-line diagnosis method, only time-series measurements can be technically used. The second part of this paper presented an identification method based on time series data. A least square method, adapted to fractional order models, had been implemented. The obtained results shown a good consistency with PEMFC simulated voltage response. This method does not use directly the FC experimental impedance spectrum data, but is technically feasible on a FC placed in a car for an on-line diagnosis goal, unlike an EIS. Time-series identification by least square method adapted to fractional order gives good results which suggests that for future on line monitoring, recursive least square method is well suited for fractional order systems. As on-line monitoring methods can only rely on time-series measurements, these first pieces of evidence are key-points for the ongoing work. They indeed confirm that the FOM mimics well the FC behavior and with the objective of on-line diagnosis, recursive least square adapted to FOM can be an efficient tool to identify the model’s parameters.
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